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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a novel method, based on specific frequency segmentation, for the exchange of
encoded texts between different XML schemas. In this process, we encode the text part of each element of
the Dublin Core using a signal processing technique so that every text element broadcasts an audio signal in
a unique frequency. In this way, every schema based on the XML language can exchange textual data. This
method may be used in order to interchange different philosophies of the XML Schema and may also be
used as a solution to the general problem of interoperability. More specifically, this method may be applied to
TV metadata and the broadcasting services of automated libraries.
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Introduction

Background: A recent increase in the sophistication of digital TV and interactive TV technologies has meant
that a richer choice of content and related data is available to the user, thus requiring ever more effective
methods for the selection and management of either distributed or locally stored broadcasted contents.
Various papers have considered the application of Dublin Core (DC) and the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) for the related data (Bhat, 1998; Gonno, Nishio, Haraoka, & Yamagishi, 1998; Hunter &
Iannella, 1998; Nishio, Gonno, Haraoka, & Yamagishi, 1998). The central feature of the Dublin Core is the
building of an interdisciplinary, international consensus around a core element set (currently 15 elements).
Although it is possible to describe non-bibliographic attributes of non-textual resources through qualification
of the Dublin Core elements, MPEG-7, the Multimedia Content Description Interface standard (Manjunath,
Salembier, & Sikora, 2002) developed by the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG), has been
designed to provide detailed formatting information and fine-grained descriptions of the structural and
low-level audio, visual, and audiovisual features of multimedia content. The aim of MPEG-7 is to provide a
rich set of standardized tools to enable both humans and machines to generate and understand audiovisual
descriptions that can be used to enable fast, efficient retrieval from digital archives (pull applications) as well
as the filtering of streamed audiovisual broadcasts on the Internet (push applications). Although it is possible
to determine mappings between the Dublin Core elements and MPEG-7 descriptors, the mapping is
complex. There is no simple one-to-one mapping that corresponds to each DC element, and many of the
MPEG-7 descriptors are embedded at a low level within the MPEG-7 Description Schemes (DSs). Moreover,
in light of the problem of interoperability, MPEG-7 descriptors and TV-Anytime have adopted a common
representation format for the exchange of metadata. Interoperability means that a metadata provider using
this representation format will be ensured that this information is appropriately interpreted, processed, and
rendered on different platform implementations. Interoperability also means that different original
representation formats are capable of bidirectional transformation into the common format. MPEG-7
descriptors and TV-Anytime have the common description definition language of the XML Schema, a
common framework based on W3C's XML family (Composite Capability/Preference Profiles, 2001).
Problems
The lack of standardization in the area of television-programmed information or “metadata” poses increasing
problems for all concerned, from programme-makers, broadcasters, advertisers, and network operators to
viewers. Three industry-based initiatives have so far addressed this problem, the earliest being DVB-SI,

which plays an integral role in the digitalization of TV in Europe and other parts of the world. TV-anytime and
MPEG-7 are also promising television metadata standards that are in the process of being finalized. The
former deals with high volume, low cost storage (e.g., personal video recorders and video-on-demand
services) and the latter with the wider scope of providing tools to describe all forms of multimedia content
from the broadest possible range of networks and terminals. TV-Anytime and MPEG-7 use XML syntax to
define what metadata will be used (the schema) and then to encode that data (instances). The metadata
structure is defined using the XML Schema based MPEG-7 Description Definition Language (ISO 2001). The
XML Schema is a recent web standard for defining sophisticated data structures (Worthington, 2001b) and
uses the XML syntax. While XML has its advantages, being widely favoured and easy to generate, the
number of XML applications is constantly increasing, which leads to many redundant specifications.
Furthermore, not all XML applications have common functionalities; for instance, both Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) and thread eXtensible 3D (X3D) have sub-schemas to describe the
meta information, yet they also have their individual functionalities to represent multimedia files and create
X3D objects. Consequently, there is a demand to create powerful XML applications by reutilizing an
integrating functionalities from the existing XML applications. This is called the XML harmonization problem.
Most previous work on XML harmonization has been done in the database field, where the focus has been
on allying the participating XML applications. These methods are specific and cannot easily generalize to
other XML applications. The eXtensible MPEG-4 Textual format (XMT), another harmonization effort in the
multimedia domain, simply adopts partial schemas from SMIL and X3D by renaming their element tags
(Chen, Kuo, Sun, & Kuo, 2003).
The proposed method

In this paper, we propose a new broadcasting metadata schema based on an example using the Dublin co
and Mpeg 7 standards (Hunter, 2002), in which we attempt to define a novel format for the non-textual
interchange or metadata between XML schemas of different philosophies in order to avoid the problem of
harmonization. The application of the above example is shown in Table 1 and illustrates the mappings
between the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set and the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes (ISO/IEC
15398-5) (ISO/IEC, 2001) using XPath (XML, 1999) expressions to represent the equivalent MPEG
descriptors. More specifically, we adopted a new, simpler metadata format based on the Specific
Segmentation of a Pre-Determined Frequency (SSPDF). The proposed schema does not need any
grammatical syntax as does an XML Schema, and the metadata exchange between operating systems with
different philosophies and the one proposed in this work is implemented via a suitably designed non-loosed
filter. Furthermore, the proposed metadata format schema SSPDF may be broadcasted via analogue T
stations from a satellite in digital form together with the original TV programme or be compressed with the TV
programme using the suitable multiplex methods (Yang, 1999). Generally, the proposed method is based on
a novel encoding of the textual part of the content of each element of the XML Schema in a unique dominant
broadcasting frequency band. Thus the interchange of data takes place by detecting those specific
frequencies.
In brief, our proposed method is divided into the following stages:
·
Pre-processing stage: We create mappings between the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1
(Chen, Kuo, Sun, & Kuo, 2004), the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes, and the proposed SSPDF
format.
·

Processing stage: We describe analytically the code and the decode SSPDF format.

·

Experimental part: The SSPDF format is tested on real data in the code and decode forms.

·
Related work. In this stage the proposed method is compared to the Harmonized eXtensible Markup
Language (HXML) which, bibliographically, is presented as a valuable solution to the harmonization problem
(Chen, Kuo, Sun, & Kuo, 2004).

Conclusion and future work: We describe all the advantages of the proposed SSPDF format with regard
to the traditional XML consideration format and its possible application in telecommunication areas.

·

Method
Preprocessing stage

In this stage, we applied a specific conversion from a DC element and MPEG-7 (Dublin Core, 1999; Hunter,
2002) proposed schema path to the SSPDF format. More specifically, any textual data that was taken from
each of 15 elements was coded in specific frequency sub-band signals (Table 1). This conversion was
implemented via an algorithm described analytically in the processing stage. The main advantage of this
conversion is that the specific sub-frequencies, such as the subject element, may be analyzed in more
sub-bands using a standard classification system such as, for example, the Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC). This proposed conversion is described herein using the classical example of a TV programme (Table
2).
DC Element

Definition

MPEG-7 Path

The abstract identifier/

CreationInformation.Creation.Title

name of the resource

[@type="main"]

DC.title
CreationInformation/Creation/Creator

DC.creator

The person or entity that originally created this resource.
[Role/Name="creator"]/Agent/Name
CreationInformation/Classification/

DC.subject

A classification of the topic of the resource.
Subject

DC.description

An abstract description of the content of the information resource
attached.

CreationInformation/Creation/Abstract
CreationInformation/Creation/Creator

DC.publisher

A person or entity tasked with making the resource available, thus
accessible to the interested stakeholders

[Role/Name="Publisher"]/Agent/Name
UsageInformation/Availability/
Dissemination/Disseminator[Role=
"Publisher"]/Agent/Name
CreationInformation/Creation/Creator

DC.contributor

A person or entity tasked with making contributions to this resource

[Role/Name="contributor"]/Agent/Name
CreationInformation/Creation/
CreationCoordinates/Date
CreationInformation/Classification/

DC.date

The date associated with an event regarding the content (for instance,
creation date)

Release[@date]
DescriptionMetadata/CreationTime

(date at which MPEG-7 metadata descr
was created)
UsageInformation/Availability/

AvailabilityPeriod (date, time, and durat
broadcast or date of publication if availa
persistent.)
CreationInformation/Classification/
DC.type

The nature or genre of the content of the resource
Genre
MediaInformation/MediaProfile/

DC.format

The physical or digital representation of the resource
MediaFormat/FileFormat
MediaInformation/MediaIdentification/

DC.identifier

An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context

EntityIdentifier
MediaInformation/MediaProfile/
MediaInstance/InstanceIdentifier
MediaInformation/MediaProfile/

MediaInstance/MediaLocator/
MediaUri

Variation/Source/Video/MediaLocator/M
VariationSet/Source/Video/
MediaLocator/MediaUri
MediaInformation/MediaIdentification/
A reference to the original source where the content derives.

DC.source

EntityIdentifier
MediaInformation/MediaProfile
[@master="true]/MediaInstance/
MediaLocator/MediaUri
CreationInformation/Classification/
Language[@type="original"|"dubbed"|

DC.language

The language of the content

background"];
CreationInformation/Classification/
CaptionLanguage
CreationInformation/RelatedMaterial/

A reference to a related resource or object with connection to the content.

DC.relation

MediaLocator/MediaUri
MediaInformation/MediaProfile/
MediaInstance/MediaLocator/MediaUri
VariationSet/Variation/
VariationRelationship
SemanticBase[@xsi:type=

DC.coverage

"SemanticTimeType"]/Time
SemanticBase[@xsi:type=

The extent or scope of the content of the resource

"SemanticPlaceType"]/Place
CreationInformation/Creation/
DC.rights

Information about various rights held on the resource (copying,
distributing)

CopyrightString
UsageInformation/Rights/RightsID

Table 1. The illustration of the mappings between the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1
(Hunter & Iannella, 1998) and the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes (ISO/IEC 15398-5) using XPath
expressions to represent the equivalent MPEG-7 descriptors and the SSPDF format where k is a constant
defined by the broadcasting multimedia application
Subject
General TV programmes

TV Films

F3=300*k Hz

F36=360*k Hz

1.

Sports news 310*k Hz

1.

Drama 361*k Hz

2.

Weather news 320*k Hz

2.

Comedy 362* k Hz

3.

Political news 330*k Hz

3.

Police 363*k Hz

4.

Music programmes 340*k Hz

4.

Adventure 364*k Hz

5.

Serials 350*k Hz

5.

Cartoon 365*k Hz

6.

Films

360*k Hz

6.

Historical 366*k Hz

7.

Advertisements 370*k Hz

7.

War 367*k Hz

8.

Financial news 380*k Hz

8.

Horror 368*k Hz

9.

Documentaries 390*k Hz

9.

Sex 369*k Hz

Table 2. The illustration of the DC implementation of the third DC element (subject) using SSPDF format

Processing stage
2.2.1 Meta-encode stage
In this stage, we supposed that a selected text is an input vector
, where
represent
the characters of the selected text. Then, we used a conversion procedure where a symbolic expression (in
our case an array of characters of a text) was converted, using suitable software, to ASCII characters in
string arithmetic values, and a numerical value vector
obtained.
Furthermore, vector
generated as follows:

whose values ranged from 1-128 was

was transformed to a specific wave signal at a particular frequency and was

1. We determined the suitable frequency of
2. The frequency sampling

was calculated using the Nyquist criterion, where

3. The time vector

was calculated, where:

4. We calculated the final strong signal
and

is a constant.

.

with pre-determined frequency

, where

is the size of the original vector . The above calculation of the pre-determined

frequency was achieved using a trick. Sort vector and the number n, which was significantly smaller
than vector , were added together; thus the pre-dominant frequency of vector remained stable in practice
(Hunter, 2002). For the retrieval procedure, the information of the length of the original vector
the first element of the vector .

is stored as

5. For accuracy and security reasons, a verification test was adopted to check that the detected frequency
was correct and that the value information of the coding frequency was stored in the last elements of vector
y. This control procedure was adopted in order to avoid any error in the coding frequency that could result
from random noise in the broadcasting procedure and for security reasons as in the case of a same
frequency of a hacker attack being detected as the proposed system of the request information. In the latter
case, the order of this element is used as a secret key in the proposed security system.
6. Vector

was saved in the binary format file (metadata file) using suitable software.

Meta-decode stage
The Meta-decode stage consists of the following steps:

1. The transformation of vector y into binary format (metadata file), where
suitable software.

with the use of

2. Then the sampling frequency is
3. Vector was submitted to spectral analysis, and the highest frequency of
of suitable software based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectral analysis.
4. The time vector

was detected with the use

was retrieved as defined:

5. Then the original vector was retrieved as
(n) given by the first element of vector .

, where

with the use of the information

6. Thereafter, the accuracy of the detected frequency was investigated by comparing it with the frequency
of the last element of vector . If the accuracy was verified, the procedure continued. Otherwise, it was
cancelled and the Meta-encode stage repeated.
7. With suitable software, the numerical vector

was transformed into a character vector.

8. Then the character vector was updated by the suitable database.

Experimental part
In this stage, we implemented the processing stage using an example of the third DC element (title of film)
and case 1 of the drama film entitled “One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest.” This example was encoded in the
following steps:
Meta-encode stage
· Using the “double” function of Matlab, we converted the title of the film into a numerical representation,
including the broadcasting frequency (see figure 1).

Fig. 1. The numerical transformation of the textual title of the film including the 361Hz value of the
meta-code frequency
· The numerical representation of the title of the film was transformed into a wave of 361*100 Hz (where
k=1) with a sampling rate of 170000, according to the equations provided in the Meta-encode stage
(Processing Stage) (see figure 2).

Fig. 2. The spectral analysis of the numerical array where the frequency of 361 Hz dominates
Meta-decode stage
In this stage, the numerical matrix is reverted to the original title with the use of inverse text transformation
according to the equations described in Meta-decode stage.
More analytically, using vector y, we retrieved two valuable pieces of information, first the length of the
encoding text (title of the film) and, second, the highest frequency (see figure 3).

Fig. 3. Presentation of the numerical array in the decoding phase. The first element (31) indicates the length
size of the film title plus the secret information of the meta-code frequency.
Finally, the original text was retrieved with the use of inverse text transformation implemented in this example
by the “char” function of Matlab.

Fig. 4. The final textual recovery of the film’s title presented with the verification meta-code value of

frequency 361 Hz

Related work
The harmonization problem of metadata, apart from being the topic of discussion on the expression level
(Chen, Kuo, Sun, & Kuo, 2004); Heery & Patel, 2000), has generated such formal encoding approaches as
representations on the harmonization method. An example of such an approach can be found in (Chen, Sun,
& Kuo, 2003) where a formal encoding of the harmonization problem is represented along with a proposed
solution.
This related work, however, relies heavily on the integration and restructuring of different XML
representations in a new XML Schema. More particularly, this kind of approach combines descriptors and

elements in a new object, which is organized by an object-oriented harmonization data model. The ke
concepts and terminologies of this approach are based on a group of objects having a similar structure and
behaviour. The disadvantages of this technique lie in the complexity and association among different
semantic objects (schemas). For instance, in the relevant Harmonized eXtensible Markup Language (HXML),
the complexity of the procedure of the new object produced by s objects is increased by O(N)s, because the

new object is a result of the calculation of the other objects. In contrast, however, for the proposed SSPDF,
the complexity is O(2*k*N*s) because each calculation is independent for each object where N is the coding
or decoding character (of elements) of k entities. Furthermore, the object-oriented harmonization technique is
based on the association among semantic elements, entities, and schemas in contrast to the proposed
SSPDF method, which is based on the mapping of coding in semantic frequency entities. One major
advantage of the proposed method is that it creates queries of different schema similarities that have at least
one common entity. This means that the query consists of a common element (key) that drives the reference
point of the encoding and decoding without harnessing the semantics of the information domain (mapping to
different objects through a separate process not being necessary).
Finally, our method is independent of the schema domain since each entity has a unique representation in
the frequency transformation (encoding and decoding) stage. This is because the transformation of the XML
data into a signal sequence does not need to be pre-processed in order to identify the common elements
that need to be mapped to the new instance. The encoding process is, therefore, independent of the
representation level of the elements. Through the encoding exception/handling process, there is also
assertion mechanism that will provide a high level of accuracy in the transformation (encoding and decoding)
of XML data from one information source to another.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have discussed a new method for the exchange of encoded texts between different XML
Schema. In this method, we encoded the text part of each DC element, using a signal processing technique,
so that every text element would broadcast an audio signal in a unique frequency. In this way, every schema

based on the XML language could exchange textual data. This was achieved using unique frequencies fo
each schema element. For example, the simple DC schema was used in order to encode a classic

programme. This technique, however, may also be used in other applications such as the broadcasting of
multimedia data, the exchange of medical library data, or by the broadcasting services of automatic libraries.
In addition, this process may be used generally by (non)broadcasting interchange services. Our system leans

towards a more formal approach regarding the harmonization of metadata schemas through already p
effective techniques and methodologies such as those of information encoding and transmission. Community

standards also play an important role since the architecture and deployment of such an approach must have
the active support of industry leaders. Our research group is open to discussing such approaches an
welcomes any suggestions on deploying such architecture on an industrial level.
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